Blandford Forum Town Museum
Archives:
Research on family history and Blandford people and buildings. Other
subjects can be researched upon request.
Contact Pam Le Bas at p.m.lebas@btinternet.com
Education:

Family Saturday Club—Saturday mornings from 10-11am

Primary Education Programme—both schools’ outreach and inhouse visits. Visits should be arranged in advance.

Day Centre Visits—Visits should be arranged in advance.

Museum Courses and Workshops —on a variety of subjects.
Contact Education Officer or website for more information.

Museum Lecture Series—8 talks through the Autumn, Winter and
early Spring.

Special Events—Booksignings, Storytellings and other events

Blandford Museum Heritage Project—projects involving
16– 20 yr-olds.
Contact Dr Sylvia Hixson Andrews at s.hixsonandrews@uwclub.net
Railway Club:

The club meets on the first Monday of every month.

Working groups meet on alternate Wednesdays

Research and Model-making groups

Special events and talks
Contact David Cash at dcash@onetel.com

Blandford Forum
Town Museum

The First 21 Years

Museum Website: blandfordtownmuseum.org
Saturday Family Club
visit to the
Blandford
Fire Station!
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By Pam Le Bas
Blandford Museum Archivist
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Ben Cox – founding Curator
of Blandford Town Museum and is
the Emeritus Curator
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Coupled with the additions
to the displays, we
continue to enlarge the
education activities of the
museum started by Sylvia
Hixson Andrews. These
activities include a Saturday
Family Club for ages 2-15
and parents/carers, Adult
Day Centre activities,
schools visits , In-house
visits, courses on the
Archaeology of SW
England, Human Evolution,
Encaustic Tile and Flint Knapping workshops and others, a special programme
of heritage-related projects for 1620 year-olds (Blandford Museum
Heritage Project), and a series of
Winter Talks on a variety of
subjects.
Increasingly we are promoting new
types of display that will include
DVD presentations arising out of the
activities of the Blandford Museum
Heritage Project. These will include
closed loop presentations on the
military in Blandford, Memories of
World War Two, the 1731 Fire of Blandford, current archaeological discoveries,
Blandford Railway Memories, and many others. These are being funded by a
Heritage Lottery Young Roots Grant received in 2007, and most should be
achieved by the end of our current five year plan in December 2010.

It has been necessary to name several people in the history, whose involvement
seemed particularly worthy of mention, but it has been impossible to acknowledge
everyone who has worked for the museum over the years. Apologies and thanks are
due to all those not named. Their work has also been vital and greatly appreciated.
Thanks, too, are due to by Sylvia Hixson Andrews and Tony Owen who have given
further help to make the whole in appropriate form for presentation.
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Dr Peter Andrews
Blandford Town Museum Curator
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Blandford Museum: The present and the future
At Blandford Museum we are trying to expand our services and attract more
people to the museum. We are doing this in several ways. We have been able
to switch to free entry for all visitors following financial assistance from
Blandford Forum Town Council. This allows people to make repeat visits as
often as they wish.
Secondly, we have
made as much of
the museum as
possible accessible
to all. Thirdly, we
are building new
exhibits with the
emphasis on the
context of objects
so that they can
be viewed in the
way they were
used in the past.
And finally we are
expanding the
educational
opportunities on offer by the
museum.
One new approach we hope
to be able to follow in the
future is to make use of
interactive or hands–on
technology so that visitors will feel more involved with the displays.
The Museum is still in a transitional phase, however, as we have not yet
achieved all of this. We have made considerable progress in moving away from
the old museum type of display with the provision of five new displays that
show objects as they were being used in the past (exhibiting the forge,
cobbler’s shop, Victorian playroom, prehistory of Blandford area, Blandford
railway). New exhibits being planned over the next three years include context
displays on the Natural History of Dorset, reconstruction of the Victorian Dairy
and Kitchen, the Victorian School Room, and the Military in Blandford.
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HISTORY OF BLANDFORD FORUM MUSEUM
The First 21 Years
This history has been written to
celebrate the “Coming of Age” of
the Blandford Museum in Bere’s
Yard, Market Place, Blandford,
which was officially opened 21
years ago, on April 13, 1985. It
was not, however, the first
museum in the town. More than
a century earlier, there had been
one above the shop on the
corner of the Market Place and
Salisbury Street (currently the
“½ Crown Cafe”). Its owner, Henry Durden (1807 to 1892), a grocer, was an
important figure on Blandford Town Council (four times Mayor) and much
involved in the wider Dorset cultural scene, but it was for his particular interest
in antiquities that he is now especially remembered. Throughout his life, he
acquired a considerable collection for which, sometime before 1865, he
created a Museum on his own shop premises.
Our President, John Tory, has transcribed extracts from the diaries of Julietta
Forrester, a former resident of Bryanston, in which she recounted a visit on
January 8th 1887 to Durden’s museum. She described Mr. Durden (then aged
80), as “stooping, but dignified” and his museum as “a little room over the
shop, fitted up with cases, richly stored and nicely arranged with antiquities
etc.”. Among the many items she mentioned were: about sixty urns over 2000
years old, all found within eight miles of Blandford; flint arrowheads, torcs,
bracelets and pottery etc. from Hod Hill; a gold ten-shilling piece of Elizabeth’s
reign; coins, china, an old bible, and some carved furniture.
Unfortunately for Blandford, the entire collection was removed to the British
Museum when Mr. Durden died in 1892. However, a special visit to the
Prehistory Dept there in 2005, by our curators, revealed how extensive and
nationally important the collection was, and how greatly valued it still is. The
Roman artefacts from Hod Hill are particularly numerous and informative and
we recognise that the collection clearly merits its place in the main national
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museum which has the best facilities for its storage, security and display. The
British Museum staff were very helpful in allowing us to obtain copies of
photographs and some details to be shown in Blandford in 2006.

First moves to create a museum for Blandford, 1974 to 1979
It seems it was more than 60 years after Durden’s time, before the possibility of
a museum in Blandford was again under consideration and, this time, it was
John and Sue Tupper who were the prime movers. They had come to Blandford
in 1964 and lived in the little cottage, The Sapling, behind their East Street
shop. They soon became familiar with the town’s fascinating history and
heritage and felt there was an urgent need for a museum to house, care for,
and show the many artefacts known to exist in both public and private local
ownership. The Mayor in 1974, Mr. Stanley Lawes, had expressed a wish to see
a museum in the town, and Blandford Borough Council had promised £1000
towards its establishment. When local government was reorganised and the
Borough Council was abolished, the new North Dorset District Council agreed
to honour that promise. Hopes were somewhat dashed, later, when the
reported opinion from a meeting at the Rectory, was that this sum was
nowhere near enough to finance such a project, and the whole idea was
deemed unrealistic.

Solly Lectures
2000 Joseph Bettey Historic Farming and Rural Society in Dorset.
2001 Bill Putnam Roman Dorset.
2002 Julian Richards Vikings in Britain.
2003 Shirley Critchley Journey down the Amazon in Ancient Reed Boats.
2004 Richard Edmonds Dorset’s World Heritage Coast.
2005 Michael Gandy The Civil War.
Compiled and written by Pam Le Bas. Feb. 2006

However, Mrs. Tupper was not to be so easily defeated. As she explained:
“Having lived and worked in Blandford for ten years we had grown fond of it,
and to give up on a project which would preserve the history of such an
important Georgian town for future generations, could not be an option - it
must be done.” After mulling over the problem for a while, she suddenly
realised the answer was to form a private, charitable Trust which the people
would run for themselves. As she said, “After all, some villages had museums,
so a town of 6000 inhabitants could surely muster a dozen or so who would be
willing to work for such a worthwhile cause?” Undaunted by the pessimism
expressed by many, Sue Tupper decided to appeal via the Western Gazette, for
anyone willing to support such a project to get in touch, and she got an
encouraging response. By 1976, there was a sufficient core of people willing to
form a Trust, for which they elected the following: Mr. John Tupper Chairman;
Mr. John Tory vice-chairman; Mrs. Sue Tupper secretary; and committee
members Mrs. Gwen Lane (Councillor), Charles Lavington (Town Clerk), Mrs.
Ethel Warren, Mrs. Barbara Solly and Mr. Michael Johnston. The Trust was soon
registered with the Charity Commission, and Constitution and Rules approved.
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Feb
Mar

01 Dr. Haines. Leather
01 (Barrett W. Barnes) - (cancelled on day itself!)

Sep
Oct
Nov
Jan
Feb
Mar

01
01
01
02
02
02

Karin Mew. The Normans
Roger Gutteridge. Newfoundland trade
David Reeve. Harding - glass maker
David Smith. Kingston Lacy
Jenny Hawker. History of Nursing in Dorset
Kay Browning. Wessex Churches

Sep 02 Treleven Haysom. Purbeck stone
Oct 02 Alan Chedzoy. George III in Weymouth
Nov 02 Tomlin. The work of a Queen’s bodyguard
Jan
03 Bill Putnam. Dorset prehistory
Feb 20 03 Wessex Archeology. Dorchester hospital site
Mar 18 03 Paul Sturgess/John Lewis. Photos of Dorset
Sep 03 Mark Dunkley. Marine Archaeology
Oct 03 Ken Abel. Medicine in the 17th C.
Nov. 03 Karin Mew. The history of Milton Abbas
Jan 15 04 Polly Legg. The Bastard family in Blandford
Feb 19 04 (Paul Toynton’s assistant) Natural history of Salisbury Plain
Mar 18 04 David Hilliam. History of Salisbury
Sep 28 04 David Jackson. Thomas Hardy and Blandford
Oct 26 04 Kay Browning. Almshouses
Jan 25 05 Katherine Barker. New Towns in MiddleAges
Feb 22 05 James Cox. The New Dorset History Centre
Mar 22 05 Roger Peers. John Clavell Mansell Pleydell
Apr.26 05 Alan Chedzoy. William Barnes
Sep 27 05 John Tybjerg. Milestones
Oct. 26 05 Bob Nother. Cob Buildings
Jan 31 06 Alan Bichard. Good and Bad in Modern Architecture in Dorset
Feb 28 06 Vivienne Light. Don Potter
Mar 28 06 Keith Bottomley. Shillingstone station
Apr 25 06 Roger Holman/Bill Hoade. Dorset’s Beautiful Buildings
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Mrs. Tupper described what followed: “During the rest of that year much
publicity was given to the project by the Bournemouth Echo, which printed five
articles by Gilbert Grevett, called ‘Stour Notes’, between April and November.
This was a great help.” ............ “Members were enrolling at a subscription of
£1 a year, and in March 1976, our very first display of any kind was exhibited by
courtesy of National Westminster Bank. Mr. Kenneth Brown kindly lent a
magnificent glass display case to stand inside the Bank, and we also mounted
photographs and an explanation of the Trust, in the window”.
In May 1976, at an Open Meeting in the Corn Exchange, the curator of the
Dorset County Museum, Roger Peers, added his influential support by speaking
in favour of a museum in Blandford. Mrs. Tupper’s account of that meeting
revealed the delicate politics attempted, which unfortunately failed. They had,
as speaker, the Director of Hampshire Museum Services whose brief was “to
tell us about the ways in which we might run our museum and he was
specifically asked not to mention money as that might frighten people off the
idea. Unfortunately, one member of the audience persisted, towards the end
of the talk, in asking for the probable annual cost of such a venture. Giving me
a despairing glance, Mr. Barton eventually gave way and said that we would
need between £10,000 and £18,000 a year. We would also need a professional
to run the place or ‘amateurism would close it within a year!’, just what we did
not need! I should think that remark lost at least 99% of support which we
might otherwise have gained from that well-attended evening! There was one
acorn which fell on infertile soil!”
Despite this setback, the Western Gazette reported that the Museum Council
would continue to work towards the project, confident in the abilities of their
founding members, among whom were an archaeologist, a botanist, two artists
and an antique dealer. They now set about raising money in a variety of ways:
a flag day; a display of photographs in the Methodist Hall; a “Jubilee Junket” in
the garden of Langton Old Rectory, by kind permission of Mrs. Solly (at which
one of the vast paintings by Rolf Harris was raffled and won by Blandford’s
Rector, Andrew Babington - much to his dismay!); talks to local organisations;
a display of dolls made by Mrs. Ursula Driskell; several talks by visiting
speakers; an evening party with the Civic Society at Bryanston Cottage, (the
home of Mr. R.J.Sayres, Treasurer of the Trust); and a carnival float proclaiming
the message “THE MUSEUM IS COMING” (see photo on page 6).
Rev. Ray Balmer (Mayor and Hon. Freeman) was President of the Museum
Trust and gave much help towards the project over many years, together with
5

David Wright, Major and Mrs. Lane,
Agnes Williams, Cyril Hill and Tony
Cross (curator of Alton museum). In
June 1977, the Trust held a special
Jubilee Exhibition in the Methodist Hall
at which Blandford buttons and a wood
carving of the Blandford coat-of-arms
were among items
displayed. Mr.
David Wright
owned the carving
which is believed
to have been the
work (in 1753) of
the Bastard Brothers, and he had it restored and repainted
by Blandford heraldic artist, Mr. W. Montgomery. It is
currently on show in the museum.

Officers of the Trust during its history
President:
Rev. Ray Balmer until 1992; Mrs. Jane Haines 1992-4; Mr. John Tory 1995 to
date
Chairman:
Mr. John Tupper 1975-1984; Mr. John Tory 1985-1988; Mrs. Jane Haines 1989
-1991; Mr. John Barnes 1992 to date
Secretary:
Mrs. Sue Tupper 1975-1985; Mrs. Anne Hosford 1986-2000; Mr. George Perry
2001-3; Mr. Tony Owen 2004 to date.
Treasurer:
Mr. D. Lang 1985-1988; Mr. Eric Schmidt 1989-1991; Mrs. E. Backhouse 19921996; Mr. Alan Judge 1997 to date

The building acquired and how it was transformed [1979 to 1985]
Despite many suggestions for a building, there were always serious practical
difficulties, and the big problem of finding somewhere suitable and affordable
remained until 1979. The
breakthrough finally came,
thanks to Meggitt and Marsh,
electricians, who decided to give
up their lease of the Coach
House in Bere’s Yard. Mr.
Rodney Marsh suggested to
William Williams Trust, owners
of the Coach House, that they
might then let it for a
peppercorn rent to the Museum
Trust, provided the Museum
took on responsibility for all repairs and maintenance. This was no small
undertaking since the building was very decrepit and needed a new roof,
windows, doors, gutters and drains, as well as water supply and electricity, but
the offer was gratefully received and at the Museum’s 1980 AGM, the
necessary encouragement and authority was given to take on the challenge.
Soon work started, with the involvement of John Turnbull (architect), Dennis
6

Programmes for talks since 1998
Sep 8 98 Nick Worlledge. Blandford Enhancement Scheme
Oct 13 98 Ann Smith. History of Sherborne Castle
Nov 10 98 Roger Guttridge. Dorset Smugglers
Jan 12 99 Alan Bailey. Defence of Britain
Feb 9 99 Alan Wilson. Dorset curiosities
Mar 9 99 Richard Ladle. The Blandford Fly
Sep. 28 99 Martin Green. Archaeol. of Cranborne Chase
Oct. 26 99 John Biggs. Bastards of Blandford
Nov. 23 99 David Oliver. Poundbury
Jan 25 00 Saville’s representative. Rushmore
Feb 22 00 Bob Allan. The Tarrant valley
Mar 28 00 Sturgess/Lewis Slide into Dorset
Sep. 00 Colin Pomeroy. Military Dorset
Oct 00 John Smith. Hod Hill Romans
Nov. 00 Richard Dagger. S&D Railway
Jan
01 Peter Roberts. The New Forest
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Much ‘behind the scenes’ help over all the years has been given by Audrey and
Alan Judge. Audrey maintains the highly-important Accessions Register and
Alan (long-standing treasurer for the Museum) makes daily collection of the
cash takings in the shop. They have also often taken on such mundane but
necessary tasks as cleaning the premises and removing rubbish, when these
had been neglected. There have been several changes among the Council
members and officers over the years, and several have made outstanding
contributions over long periods of time. It is difficult to mention all the names
but John Barnes has been our hard-working and reliable chairman ever since
1992 (possibly the record length of time) and so perhaps deserves particular
recognition.
As a result, primarily and mainly, of the researches of Ben Cox but also of
others, we now have accumulated quite a large collection of archive material
about Blandford and its nearby district. These are kept under the following
main categories: family names, villages, churches and chapels, large houses,
borough records, trades and industries, sport and leisure, famous people
associated with the town, and miscellaneous research topics of particular
relevance to Blandford. We also have an extensive photograph collection and a
few photocopies of census record lists and trade directories for the town.
We feel the Museum has now gained a good reputation for not only collecting
and storing the heritage of our town and its district, but also for maintaining a
frequent turn-over of interesting displays of the objects, with their history,
allowing as many as possible of the stored items to be seen by visitors. We
assist the Town Council with special exhibitions and other functions, by letting
them have certain items on loan and we make every effort to help family
history searchers and others, to make use of our archives. We are committed
not only to using this momentum towards future progress but also to
increasing public awareness and interest in what we have to offer and its great
importance for posterity.
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Courtney (Master Builder), David Wright (estate agent) and the Young
Offenders Community Service.
At about this time, Ben Cox had moved to Blandford where his wife, Dorothy,
had family connections (in Ansty), and her brother in Blandford itself. Ben had
recently retired after 50 years in the legal service in Evesham and, on learning
that the Museum Trust was looking for a voluntary curator, he (happy to have a
new and interesting challenge for his retirement) wrote to Mrs. Tupper,
offering his services. He was ideally qualified, since he had previously been
Chairman of the Evesham Historical Society, and Curator of The Old Almonry
Museum, which he had founded and established there. His experience and
expertise were therefore greatly welcomed and he was soon co-opted on to
the Council as Blandford Museum’s first curator.
The name of the building was changed
from “The Coach House” to “The
Blandford Forum Museum” and, adding
further importance to the project, a logo
was devised and used for headed note
paper. The design for this was a key,
representing a key to unlock the past,
but it does not seem to have been
continued. One interesting suggestion of
Mrs. Tupper was that every house in the town should be researched for its
history! [I do not know what response this achieved at the time, but over the
years since, we do have brief histories for many of the town dwellings, mainly
done, or advised and encouraged, by the thorough and professional work of
Ben Cox.]
Fund-raising/publicity efforts were redoubled, including a mile of pennies, a
Christmas Fair, a trade fair and a lottery for a TV set. On August Bank Holiday
1981, the completely overgrown garden
behind the museum was cleared by
volunteers and a very successful lunch party
held among the fruit trees, enhanced by
hanging baskets and pot plants. The Royal
Signals lent tents; chairs, tables and urns
were borrowed from the Parochial Church
Council; while Meggitt and Marsh laid on
7

electricity. Music was supplied by a quartet led by Andrew and Judith Baker,
some people wore Georgian costume and there were stalls and competitions
with prizes for the best home-made hats and decorated walking-sticks.
Work continued on the building and by 1983, a
small area of the ground floor was sufficiently
usable to set up a display about the 18th C. Bastard
Brothers (rebuilders of the town after the 1731
fire), which was put on public view for a 2-week
period. The centrepiece of this was a diorama of
‘Blandford as it was before the Fire’, made by
Anthony and Andrew
Harrison.
Local residents and others continued to offer more
items of historic interest. The old chapel organ of Wm.
Skivington & Sons was donated in 1982 by Trevor
Armitage (shown in photo on the right), a coin and
stamp dealer; and in 1983, a bound copy of Malachi
Blake’s first-hand account of the 1731 fire was donated
by William Blake (then aged 95) who was a descendant
of Malachi Blake, the Congregational Church Minister in
Blandford.
Victor Adams had written his monograph “Blandford Inns” for Hall and
Woodhouse Brewery but it was still only in
manuscript at the time of his death in 1983. After
being typed by the Museum Trust secretary, Mrs.
Anne Hosford, the Brewery arranged for it to be
printed and published as a gesture of support for the
Blandford Museum Venture and it was presented to
the museum by John Woodhouse. One particularly
rare item, donated by Mrs. Barbara Solly, was a
nurseryman’s catalogue of 1782. A copy of this, with
an introduction and commentary by the President of
the Garden History Society, was published by the
Dovecote Press on behalf of the Museum, and it
became another good money-raiser. The Museum
Council wanted to create a Georgian garden (using
8

The 2005 season was characterised largely by local and national
commemorations. We had the 400th anniversary of the granting of
Blandford’s Borough Charter by James 1, as well as anniversaries of VE day and
VJ day, and for all the events, Michael Le Bas created appropriate displays of
archives and artefacts. The RAFA in Blandford having this year disbanded, laid
up their flag in the museum, with all due ceremony, having created a special
case to house it. An extra fund-raiser was a book-signing plus wine-tasting
event, held in the Museum in June. Our curator, Peter Andrews, was co-author
with Chris Stringer (both of the Natural History Museum of London) and they
signed sales of their newly-published book “The Complete World of Human
Evolution”.
As the 5-year plan has proceeded, we have been grateful for the instalments of
the promised grants at each stage, These have funded many of the
developments described in this account, and allowed John Barnes (retired
builder), to ensure the upkeep of the building and its services, and
enhancement of its lighting, as well as essential health-and-safety
improvements. Peter Andrews, with help from the Museum Council officers,
regularly applies for grants from such sources as the District, County and Town
Councils, William Williams, Hall and Woodhouse, and the Museums Advisory
Service, each application being directed towards a further specific project for
the museum, in an effort to ensure continued success and growth. Peter has
now devised another 5-year plan for 2006 to 2010, on which we have now
begun.

Additional aspects of our 21 year history [1985 to 2006]
An essential part of the museum work is done by stewards manning the entry
area during the open season. Without them we could not open at all. We are
extremely grateful to all those who have helped in this way, and some have
been particularly generous and reliable with their time. They usually find the
job rewarding when visitors bring information, questions, artefacts for the
curator to assess, or just friendly comments, and they find it interesting to be
more involved in the day-to-day running of the museum. Extra thanks are due
to Denise Symmons, Sylvia Hixson and Barbara Meegan, each of whom has (for
several years) had the often stressful job of organising and keeping control of
the rota for each week. The annual stewards’ party is a very enjoyable event.
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Fleet. There was also a special presentation of finds and photographs from the
TV Time Team investigation at 11 Bryanston Street; and another by geologist
Michael Le Bas with advice from Treleven Haysom, of Haysom Quarries,
showing the variety of paving and building-stones used in Blandford.

information from this catalogue) in the unused ground behind the museum, but
were disappointed to find that that area had not been included in the
arrangement with William Williams Trust. Use of the garden was occasionally
allowed for special functions but it was never part of the original lease.

In preparation for re-cataloguing the entire Museum collection electronically
(as required by South-West Museums Council), we purchased a computer in
2003 and, after acquiring the necessary software, the lengthy process was
started. Later, we were lucky to have a dedicated volunteer, Roberta Mortimer,
to work on this during her University vacations, and a further entry into the
electronic world was made when a Museum website was created for us by Flick
Baker. Another important purchase was specialised track-lighting which gives
good illumination but does not damage valuable artefacts and in October,
2003, there was a special ceremony for the award of the new Registration
Certificate to the Museum.

Work on the building continued as funds became
available, or as generous donors supplied specialised
needs. For instance, an appeal on local radio for old
roof-tiles, brought a response from Mr. & Mrs. Bendell
of Bashley who produced
three van-loads, collected by
John Tory and John Tupper.
[ Roof repairs 1982] The
handsome staircase came
from South Western Farmers, a shop in Market Place
(now Holland and Barrett). Before that, the only
access to the upper floor had been by way of two
ladders.

In 2004, the ‘Passport’ for the combined Blandford museums was launched;
and the time-line of layers of archaeological objects was created by Peter
Andrews and Tony Owen, to illustrate the sequence of periods in Blandford
from prehistory to Mediaeval Age and on to present-day. The anniversary of
the D-Day landings was commemorated in June, by a special display created by
Michael Le Bas, which focussed on Tarrant Rushton Airfield from where the
gliders had taken off. A special opportunity for the museum arose when an
excavation in Shillingstone revealed a large Roman villa and, by close
cooperation with AC Archaeology, we were able to show some of the results
and items found. The large and beautifully-constructed silk patchwork quilt,
donated by Mr. N.C. March of Spetisbury (whose great-grandmother had made
it in 1840) was added to the Victorian costume exhibit in the Alfred Stevens
Gallery.

In 1984, the old electricity generator arrived. It had
been the first privately-owned one in Blandford in
about 1920, and a brick base had to be built to
support it.
All was finally ready for the Grand Opening on April 13th, 1985, performed by
Sir Anthony Joliffe, who had been
Lord Mayor of London in 1980 and
was President of the Society of
Dorset Men.

Over the winter months of 2004/5, a series of lectures arranged by Sylvia
Hixson in conjunction with the County Education Dept., took place in the
Museum as a ‘taster’ towards a further course in 2005/6. These explained the
evolution of Man centred on Blandford, and lectures given by Sylvia Hixson
were supplemented by those of other speakers (including our own curator
Peter Andrews, deputy curator Michael Le Bas, and members Martin Green and
Andrew Martin) specialists in particular aspects of the story. Sylvia Hixson is
now running the next course on human evolution to be held in the Museum in
the winter of 2005/6 and there are more innovative suggestions for 2006/7.

At last Blandford had a safe place for
its historic memorabilia, where they
could be viewed by both residents
and visitors, and their value and
interest recorded for posterity.
[Most of the information above was taken from an account written in 1999 by
Mrs. Sue Tupper who had been totally involved with it up to its opening and for
several years afterwards. The original typewritten manuscript is kept in the
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Museum’s archives. Mrs. Tupper died in February 2005 and Mr. Tupper died
the following October].

An established Museum at last, in Blandford. 1985
The work now moved on to cataloguing, providing suitable storage for the
artefacts and creating displays, and for these, Ben Cox brought experience and
knowledge from his work in Evesham.. Some of the first important benefits
were his contacts in other museums to whom he made known Blandford’s
need for display cases, suspecting they might have some they no longer
needed. The result was Evesham supplied three, and both Dorchester and
Salisbury produced several more, all at little or no cost to us. Some Blandford
shops who were undergoing refurbishment also kindly supplied display cases.
A catalogue of the rapidly-growing museum collection was started and ways of
exhibiting the items devised. Ben also began to research the history of
Blandford and its district and wrote articles and monographs, allowing the
Museum to publish them without claiming any royalties. These included:
The seventeenth century token coinage of Blandford Forum.
The Hospital and Chapel of St. Leonard, Blandford Forum.
Kingston Lacy - a brief account of the Manor and some of its Lords.
The Great Fire of Blandford.
Illustrated Town Guide and Potted History of Blandford.
Parish Church of S.S. Peter and Paul, Blandford Forum.
Trades and Industries of Blandford.
He also wrote the following books:
The Book of Blandford Forum.
A Pictorial History of Blandford.
Blandford Forum in Old Photographs.
Victor Adams, a local Blandford historian, wrote the following monographs:
A thousand years of Blandford History
(completed by Ben Cox and published posthumously in 1983)
Blandford Worthies
(completed by Ben Cox and published posthumously in 1984)
Blandford Inns (published posthumously,
by Hall and Woodhouse, as mentioned above).
Town Clerk, C.K. Lavington, wrote
Memories of Old Blandford.
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and accessories. In August, a particularly successful
item on smuggling was on loan from the County
Council’s Schools Dept. It consisted of a smuggler’s
barrel with appropriate sound accompaniment, and
it contained objects to handle and suggested
activities for children.
A major change to the Museum shop area was
made when the counter was moved from being
opposite the front door to its current position to
one side of the doorway, and new shelving and
other adaptations for display of shop items were
created by John Barnes. Various minor
modifications had been tried before, with little
success, but this time, the new arrangement proved more convenient. Thelma
Green took over the job of shop manager bringing professional expertise after
her years of running the ‘OneStop’ shop on Salisbury Road,
and the whole entry area was
greatly improved.
In 2003, the major item
completed was the Children’s
Playroom which contains the
magnificent dolls’ house
(donated by Mrs. Rae-Smith of
Shroton), and the valuable dolls
and toys (given by the Solly
family). It provides best viewing for all these, with security behind the perspex
wall. The old model of The Old House had been found to be in a poor state so
John Barnes did the necessary re-wiring and careful conservation of its
woodwork and then it, too, was given security within the Playroom. Painted
models of Victorian children made by Philip Le Bas completed the whole
display.
Several temporary exhibits were also produced at the start of that year: one
for the Queen’s Jubilee and another of old school photographs. Later there
were: Wendal toys on loan from Philip Dean; the Blandford Spitfire story
researched by Michael Le Bas; and Philip Warren’s display of his Matchbox
19

drawn up, with a promise of funding to be supplied in stages while
improvements, particularly for health and safety, were made. The NDDC was
the main contributor to this, with an offer of a yearly £2000 grant as the plan
would be gradually accomplished.
A new drive to encourage the interest of
children was started by the curator’s
wife, Sylvia Hixson, with assistant
curator, Jackie McNamara, by making a
series of visits taking historical objects
into the local schools, and following
these up by arranged school group visits
to the museum. In 2001, they ran a
children’s painting competition, the
theme being “Myself in the Victorian
World”, which was judged by artist Philip Le Bas, and won by Rory Curran (for
the boys) and Anna Bourne (for the girls). The artist’s wife, Pamela Le Bas, (not
her sister-in-law, Deputy Curator’s wife,
Pam Le Bas, previously mentioned!) also
helped with the schools project and with
‘costume’ in the Museum. This was the
year in which a mock-up of the Portman
Hunt Masters forge of Diana Lodge,
Bryanston, was opened. The anvil and
bellows donated from Diana Lodge were
added to other implements already in the
Museum, and the artwork was created by
Philip Le Bas to represent blacksmith, brickwork and fire. An exhibition of
veterinary instruments was also put on show in 2001.
In 2002, (year 2 of the 5-year plan) the schools project was further developed
after discussions with the local schools and a mobile exhibition to link with Key
Stage 3 of the school curriculum was set up. The cobbler’s shop display was
built, showing tools, shoes and boots from a collection originally owned by
Harry Birkett Hardiman of Winton, Bournemouth, whose father had lived in
Shillingstone. Models for the display were again made by Philip Le Bas. Other
new exhibits designed that year were: one to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the death of George Vince, a local man who was the only
casualty in Scott’s expedition to Antarctica; and one showing Victorian dresses
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Copies of all these publications have been sold in the Museum for many years
and have been a valuable source of funding.
In 1986, the museum had a special display of chimney-pots, which was a
collection assembled by Rev. Valentine Fletcher at Tollard Royal and he later
kept it at Percy Gardens, Blandford. After that, he gave it to the Museum on
condition that it was returned to him if the Museum could no longer display it.
An area was made for it below the museum where it proved of interest, but
due to risk of vandalism and difficulties for stewards, it was handed back and
was later displayed at the Park Farm Museum, Milton Abbas.

Museum Years 1987 to 1994
Admission to the Museum was 25p. in 1987. In that year, two new exhibits
were created: one, designed by Eric Schmidt, a retired army officer, explained
the surprising strategic importance of Blandford in World War II as shown by its
defences; the other was about the many famous clockmakers of Blandford in
the 18th/19th C. A
memorable event
happened in 1989 when
the Stour flooded part of
the town and Bere’s Yard
was under water. Some
museum items (for
future Museum display)
which had been stored
by the Tuppers in nearby
Sapling Cottage, were
damaged but it is understood that fortunately not much was suffered by the
Museum itself. A far worse flooding had occurred in 1979, but that was when
the Museum was still just the decrepit old Coach House being considered as a
possible museum building. Now there is an efficient flood wall beside the river
below the museum.
The Alfred Stevens Gallery was developed in the southern end of the ground
floor of the Museum, primarily for lectures and evening meetings and
exhibitions of work by local artists. In 1990/1, Peter Robson gave a course of six
lectures on “The folklore and historic customs of Dorset”; and this was
followed by a course of eight lectures by Jude James on “Dorset in Georgian
Times”. There were also three illustrated lectures about Dorset places, by John
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and Beryl Skelly. 1991 was the year
that the museum hosted a Joint ExServices Exhibition, opened by John
Barnes. (In 1992, John Barnes was
elected Chairman and is still holding
that office, today!). An indoor
bowling evening took place in
Legion House to raise funds for
refurbishing the southern end of the
building into a better area for a
“Great Fire” display.

windows etc. These were: some antique tools in Barnes D.I.Y. shop in Dorset
Street; the Blue Coat School uniform in Gemini (fashion and school uniform
shop) in Salisbury Street; “The Written Word” (i.e. old letters, diaries, deeds
etc.) in Blandford Library; an early Radio and TV in Rod Mills TV shop; and
“Law and Order” in Blanchard’s, the solicitors then in Salisbury Street.

By the autumn of 1993, the museum had
achieved full registration and was entitled to
display the Museums and Galleries Commission
logo. Jean Pountney, a commercial artist in the
town, who had been a member since 1978,
designed posters and artwork for museum
publicity and produced an attractive drawing of
the Bere’s Yard building, to be used as a logo.
This view was greatly enhanced by the flower
border and hanging baskets, created by Jean
Pountney and Caroline Mosley, for which they won a Chamber of Trade “Highly
Commended”, that year. Ted Green’s work has maintained their high standard
in recent years.
Joan Bebb began sorting the Museum’s collection of photographs in 1993 and
Jane Haines started a small library of those showing old fashions. For many
years, Jane Haines had brought professional experience to the job of curating
donated garments, including fashions, labourers’ smocks, uniforms etc. She
was Chairman of the Museum Trust from 1989, and its President from 1992 to
1995. The museum’s photographic collection has grown greatly since that
time.
Anne Hosford, Council secretary and editor of the newsletter from (at least)
1985, added several interesting items to our archives, from her research of the
19th C. bookseller/printer William Shipp. These included reports of
performances by C.P.E.Bach, Muzio Clementi and the soprano Nancy Storace in
Blandford’s Assembly Rooms in West Street. She also drew attention to the
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Re-opening was successfully achieved in May 2000, with two new displays
(Victorian kitchen upstairs and the costume exhibit of two Victorian ladies
down stairs). In June, the Stour Valley Band held a concert in the Corn
Exchange to raise funds for the Museum and so the Museum set up a
complementary exhibition of Blandford Town Bands of Yesteryear. In July,
Rosemary England and Heather Bignold of the Blandford Children’s Book Group
presented to the Museum their Children’s Millenium Book of prose, poetry and
illustrations by 60 young people in the town, from pre-school to sixth form.
The series of winter lectures with the Civic Society had proved successful and
the numbers for two of them in 1999 exceeded the permitted maximum for the
Woodhouse Gardens Pavilion, so a larger venue had to be booked for the
following year. In subsequent years, there were practical difficulties at the
different venues, causing changes of both place and day, and poor acoustics led
eventually to the purchase of a public address system, shared between the two
societies. The annual combined series continued until 2006, with many greatlyappreciated talks. [A list of the 48 speakers who lectured (and their topics) is
appended at the end of this account.]
When the Solly family made a generous financial donation to the Museum in
1999, they asked that it should be invested and its interest used to fund
an annual lecture. So the first Solly Lecture was arranged for 2000 and Dr.
Joseph Bettey’s talk on “Historic Farming and Rural Society in Dorset” drew a
large and appreciative audience. [This event has continued each year since and
a list of the speakers and their topics is also appended at the end of this
account.]

Museum Years 2000 to 2005
By the end of 2000, we were pleased to have appointed a new Hon.Curator, Dr.
Peter Andrews, who had just moved to Blandford, having taken part-time
retirement from the Anthropology Department of the Natural History Museum
in London. He, together with Council officers, held discussions with NDDC and
the Dorset Museums Association, and a new 5-year plan for the museum was
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assessors being that the plan was too ambitious for the potential of our small
museum. This unwelcome news was, in fact, received by the curator in early
May, 1999, but he failed to inform anyone until a Council meeting in June,
more than four weeks later. The Council members were upset by the wasted
time and expense, having, they felt, been misled on the viability of the project
in the first place, and they were even more unhappy at having been kept
ignorant of the result for so many more weeks, when the work of the
volunteeers needed urgently to be re-considered and re-directed, in the new
circumstances.
Another month went by, while the curator, unwilling to abandon the project
altogether, began to investigate a less-ambitious plan and the possibility of
making a smaller bid. By mid-July, this was still being considered and the
Council was told another architect’s plan was required, entailing further
expenditure. By now, the members were greatly concerned about the
importance of being ready, at least to re-open the following season. It was
essential not only to maintain public interest and support but also to resume
getting income from visitors’ entry fees. They feared Nigel’s plan would involve
yet more unacceptable delay and expense with still no guarantee of success, so
this time, his proposal was firmly rejected. Matters came to a head when he
sent a letter to the chairman threatening to resign if his scheme was not
accepted, and so the Trust decided to accept his resignation. This had been an
unhappy episode which badly set back museum progress for some years and
necessitated much hard work over the following winter in order to reopen for
2000, Millenium Year.
Within a few days, the Council and other volunteers decided to continue as a
team without an official curator, but with hope that one might eventually be
found. A limited refurbishment, without any major building work, was agreed
and everyone set to, with urgency and much goodwill, to be able to open for
the Millenium season. The building and carpentry skills of the chairman, John
Barnes, were particularly appreciated for this. Jackie McNamara and Philip Le
Bas were appointed Assistant Curators to Michael Le Bas (Acting Curator) and
others who helped in various ways at that time were: Audrey and Alan Judge,
Michael Heal, Brian Foot, Anne Hosford, Hilary Barnett, Martin Green, Kay
Mitchell and Pamela Le Bas (wife of Philip).
Room in the museum was no longer available for the winter selling of Charity
Christmas Cards but, in order to maintain public interest between autumn 1999
and spring 2000, Michael Le Bas set up several small displays in local shop
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Damory Street burial ground, where some Shipp family members were buried,
but which she found to be badly neglected. Burial records unfortunately could
not be found but the few accessible and legible stones were listed for museum
archives. Anne continued as newsletter editor until 2004 - a marathon effort
greatly appreciated!
John and Beryl Skelly organised four Saturday afternoon lectures during the
winter of 1993/4. These were by: Ben Cox on “Victorian Blandford” and
“Blandford’s Links with Normandy , La Manche and Fontevrault”, and Beryl and
John Skelly on “Three of Dorset’s Famous Men” and “A Journey Through The
Isle of Purbeck”. In 1994, two exhibitions were of furniture and tableware in
many different woods, made by Harold Waddington of Stourpaine; and
watercolours and prints by Mary Tarraway.
A Sunday lunch was held in the Greyhound Inn in February 1994 and the fiftieth
anniversary of D-Day was commemorated in June by an exhibition “First into
Normandy” put on by Bill Fairbairn, Tom Taylorson and Ben Cox. In the
autumn of that year, the lecture was by Alan Shrimpton on “Bryanston and the
Portmans”. Anne Hosford again enhanced her newsletters with interesting
local history matters found by her researches, such as a 1772 inventory of the
Red Lion Inn. For museum members, summer outings were sometimes
arranged, such as one to Lacock and Bowood in 1990, to Bristol in 1997 and to
Red House Museum and the Priory Church, Christchurch, in 1998.

Museum Years 1995 to 1996
Agricultural implements were
displayed in the small rooms at the
south end of the ground floor and, in
1995, the wonderfully-detailed and
evocative model of Blandford’s Great
Fire of 1731 (crafted by commercial
artists Mr. and Mrs. Pountney) was
set up there. [It was later moved to
the more prominent place it now
occupies in the main part of the
Museum, and the rooms were converted by John Barnes into our office and
store]. Local artist, Peter Rush created a dramatic painted frieze of the Great
Fire and from it, he made outline printed copies to be sold for children to
colour. Peter in fact made several models for the museum including the life-size
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model of an old beggar woman (affectionately known in the museum as
Maggie) to hold the donations jar. Monthly exhibitions in the Alfred Stevens
Gallery, were by the following local craftsmen:
work by Blandford Arts Society members
Rodney Munday’s sculptures, pastels and drawings
Cynthia Bennett’s landscapes etc.
pottery by Terry Davis and Friends
Poppy Darby’s “Creative Embroidery”
the art and photography of Jake and Brian Winkle and Rod Jenkins.
Mrs Betty Jardine, museum shop manager, manned a stall in the Corn Exchange
indoor market, annually for many years, and this fund-raising venture also
helped to raise the profile of the museum in the local community. Another
fund-raising activity from 1996, and for several following winters, was
allocating part of the museum for the sale of Christmas ‘Cards for Good Causes’
which was managed by Denise Symmons.
It is now quite surprising to find that as late as 1994, the suggestion of a
telephone for the museum was considered too great an expense. By 1996, the
need for this basic amenity was at last accepted and one was installed, but the
next new-fangled idea put forward - a computer - was deemed not to be
required, as the card index and inventory were still felt to be adequate.
Instead, Andrew Symmons, Vice-Chairman, kindly used his own computer to
create new labels for many exhibits. The major display for that year was the
“Portmans in Bryanston” by Ben Cox.

Museum Years 1997 to 1999
It was about 1996, that Ben Cox (after 15 years as curator) decided that it was
time to hand on his work to someone else, and by 1997, he had found Nigel
Yates, who had been Chief Archivist in Kent and had recently moved to
Blandford. Nigel had written to our secretary Anne Hosford offering to take on
the job of curator, and she passed the letter on to Ben Cox. Nigel said that he
would not be able to devote as much time to it as Ben had, because he was still
working part-time in Kent and doing research, and so he would be delegating
much of the practical running of the museum to others. He allocated
Archaeology to Robert Symmons, Geology to Michael Le Bas and Militaria to his
son (then completing A-levels). He then prepared a detailed case for improving
the Bere’s Yard building, and began to make applications for large-scale funding
from the Heritage Lottery Fund and elsewhere, to refurbish and extend the
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museum. An architect was employed who designed a £420,000 plan and this
gained approval from the Planning Dept. of NDDC, who offered additional
funding of £25,000, together with further help for another 3 years afterwards,
if our application was successful.
In 1997, Bob Allen gave the museum talk on “Stourhead and the Hoare family”
and the following exhibitions were held in the Alfred Stevens gallery:
New Botanical Paintings by Gill Wildash
St. Leonard’s School Annual Exhibition
Blandford Arts Society Annual Exhibition
Glass Paintings by Joe Potts
New works in watercolour and wax by Liz Phillips
Hastings and Harrison’ “Two on a Tower” - photographic images in
response to Hardy’s novel
By 1998, plans for refurbishing and extending the building had progressed
further and Nigel Yates said the museum would have to be closed for the whole
of 1999, in order to pack up and catalogue the entire contents in preparation
for the necessary building work. The Council members were reluctant to agree
to this before any grant was ensured, but accepted his insistence that it was
necessary and the volunteers then proceeded with his programme of work, on
the assumption that builders would start soon afterwards.
It was also in that year that a series of winter talks was first organised by Pam
Le Bas, on behalf of the museum, in cooperation with the Civic Society. It was
now necessary to hire an outside venue because of the museum’s closure and
general disarray as items were being packed up. It was also needed to allow for
the expected larger audience from the two societies, so the Hall and
Woodhouse Pavilion in The Tabernacle area was booked. [More detail of these
talks are listed at the end of this account].
Through the 1998/99 winter, Nigel Yates completed necessary paperwork and
meetings both for the Heritage Lottery application and for support from other
funding bodies, and more local fund-raising efforts were made by committee
members and other volunteers. These were aided by news items in the
Western Gazette, which published details of the plans for the new building.
Disastrously, however, and after many months of unexpected delay in its
implementation, the application failed; the reason given by the Fund
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